Abstract: This paper describes a multi-sensorial robotic system to automatically construct metallic structures. Two robots must work cooperatively in the same workspace to perform the task. The robots are automatically guided by using visual and force sensor information. A new time-independent visual-force control system which guarantees the adequate robot behaviour during the construction of the structure is described. During the construction of the structure, a human operator works cooperatively with the robots in order to perform some tasks which cannot be automatically developed by the robots. To do so, a new human-robot cooperation approach is described in order to guarantee the human safety. The correct behaviour of the different subsystems proposed in the paper is demonstrated in the results section by the construction of a real structure composed of several metallic tubes and different types of pieces to join them.
Introduction
Automatic assembly processes involve different disciplines such as assembly sequence generation, assembly interpretation, robot positioning techniques based on different sensors and handling of objects of the assembly.
Different approaches in assembly-disassembly sequence generation, planning in real time in the manufacturing environment, and techniques for assembly-disassembly interpretation have been widely developed in the last years. Directed graphs with precedence relations [1] are commonly used to determine the movement sequence required to develop the task. Generally, the products are described by databases and/or CAD models which represent their main features [2] .
Traditionally, the monitoring process in assembly applications has been done by off-line processing techniques. First, the tasks to perform the assembly are planned. Later, a machine vision or another sensorial system is used to automatically check a product at the end of the assembly line looking for the problems or defects that have occurred. Currently, visual sensory techniques are widely considered by researches for manufacturing process automation. Over the last few years, these techniques have been used for inspection and handling of objects [3] , for estimation of pose with range data and three-dimensional image processing [4] or with stereo vision [5] . However, the use of sensorial processes can be wider than the simple inspection of the assembled product. Sensors are an important subject for an intelligent manipulation of objects in situations with a high degree of randomness in the environment. Sensors increase the ability of a robot to be adapted to its workspace. In summary, the sensors system for the assembly process should extract the necessary information about situations or events which take place during the development of the planned task. For example, image sequences from cameras can be used to describe what is happening in the scene or to determine how a robot is moving. The sensors which to detect if unexpected events appear during the development of the tasks, such as the presence of a human who crosses the trajectory planned for a robot, are also important. In previous works, some basic techniques of visual servoing and visual detection of target using image processing [6] have been applied to monitorize the movement of a robot and guide it to achieve the suitable position in the disassembly and manipulation processes. In addition, nowadays, human-robot interaction is used more and more to help in the modelling and localization of objects [7] , and control techniques are applied more to manipulate and insert objects [8] in assembly processes. In the near future, any manufacturing system will have to integrate a multisensorial system into the work-cell.
In this paper, a multisensorial assembly system to construct metallic structures is proposed. This system presents two important advantages over classic assembly systems, mainly due to the interaction between the human and the robots. Firstly, in this system, the human will perform assistance tasks in the manipulation and positioning of objects. These tasks are monitorized with a localization system based on several sensors. This localization system permits to avoid collisions between the human operator and the robots when they share the environment and their workspaces are crossed. Secondly, the robots are guided by using a new time-independent visual-force control system while they construct the metallic structure. This time-independent visual force control is robust and works correctly although interruptions in the trajectory take place, for example when the human crosses the trajectory planned for the movement of the robot. In addition, a visual-force interaction matrix has been modelled to guarantee the coherence between visual and force information during the tracking of trajectories.
Finally, another important aspect is the extensive use of sensors in the different phases of the task, such as inertial sensors, force sensors, radio frequency sensors, time of flight sensors and cameras.
In this paper, we will show the usefulness of combining tasks of assembly and inspection between robots to perform some tasks such as the manipulation of a bar by a robot while another robot with a range camera detects the adapted position in the insertion task. Furthermore, a scenario, where a complex metal structure is built, has been used to prove the correct operation of an assembly process. Thus, it is demonstrated how a human interacts with robots which share a common workspace without collisions and safeguarding his integrity when they do cooperative tasks, and how the robots can track a suitable trajectory although the references for the guidance are lost during a brief moment of time. This paper will be structured as follows. The first section describes the hardware that composes the architecture of the system to assembly processes. In Section 3, the main aspects of the timeindependent visual control techniques are commented. In Section 4, the strategy to localize and the model of human-robot interaction is presented. Afterwards, the sequence of the needed tasks to execute an assembly process to build a metallic structure is described. Finally, in section 6, the practical experiments to develop each task and the adopted strategies are explained. In addition, the last section shows the results and conclusions of the proposed intelligent multi-sensorial system.
Architecture
This paper proposes a subdivision of the implemented system into several subsystems. Each subsystem works in different phases of the manipulation tasks in the assembly processes, and frequently all subsystems work jointly ( Figure 1 ). robot and a PhotonFocus MV-D752-160 camera mounted on the robot's end-effector, (see eye-in-hand configuration in Figure1). It is employed to guide the robot by using visual information. Thus, servoing techniques are applied for optimally viewing the objects and suitably approaching the objects in each relevant task. The visual servoing approaches proposed in this paper have several advantages with respect to the previous ones. These advantages are indicated in Section 3.
• Visual-force control subsystem: The previous subsystem has been improved adding a JR3 force sensor. This subsystem is employed during insertion tasks to control not only the robot position but also the robot interaction force. In this case, visual-force techniques are applied to measure with accuracy the contact between objects during the insertion process (this approach is described in Section 3.3). Some experiments show the validity of the visual-force control system to guide the movement of the robot and control the manipulation of objects in each planned task. On the one hand, the basic task of the visual servoing system is to control the pose of the robot's end-effector by using information extracted from images of the scene. On the other hand, the force information is used to control the handling and grasping of objects which are manipulated.
• Cooperation subsystem: In different phases of the task, two PA-10 robots, R 1 and R 2 , both with a force sensor in their end-effectors, are used. Both robots are equipped with a tool interchanger in order to employ the required tools during the task (gripper, robotic hand, screwdriver, 3D camera, etc.). During the assembly, the system must determine which robot performs the main task and which robot helps in its execution. The tasks to be developed by each robot are distributed using a task planner [6, 9] which determines the actions for the assembly process. The robot R 1 has a parallel gripper, a screwdriver and a vacuum available and the robot R 2 has a Barret-hand and a range camera available. The 3D-range camera (PMD-Vision 19K) is used to monitor, inspect and detect the parts of the metallic pieces which compose the structure by using image processing techniques.
Furthermore, the robots share with a human the workspace in order to develop the construction of the metallic structure. Section 4 presents a human-robot interaction approach where the task of the robot is modified depending on the human location in order to maintain a safety distance. An inertial human motion capture system (GypsyGyro-18 from Animazoo) and an indoor localization system based on UltraWideBand pulses (UWB from Ubisense) are used to localize precisely the human operator who collaborates in the assembly task. Thereby, the movement of the human who interacts with the robot at the same workspace is tracked and the positions of all her/his limbs are determined on real-time while the human-robot interaction takes place.
To show how each subsystem works in an assembly process, the building of a complex metallic structure has been considered. Thus, a description of the tasks of the manufacturing system to build the complex metal structure will be shown in Section 5 and the applications of each subsystem will be shown in the Section 6.
Visual Robot Guidance
In this section, an approach to guide the robot using visual information is presented. To do this, it is necessary to track previously defined trajectories by using a visual servoing system which is based on an eye-in-hand camera configuration.
In a robotic task, the robot has to be frequently positioned at a fixed location with respect to the objects in the scene. However, the positions of these objects are not always controlled. Therefore, it is not possible to establish beforehand the precise location of the robot end-effector which will accomplish the task correctly. Visual servoing is a technique that allows positioning a robot with respect to an object using visual information [10] .
Image-based visual servoing
Basically, the image-based visual servoing approach consists of extracting visual data from an image acquired from a camera and comparing it with the visual data obtained at the desired position of the robot. By minimizing the error between the two images, it is possible to control the robot to the desired position (see the visual servoing task represented in Figure 2 ).
A visual servoing task can be described by an error function e t which must be regulated to 0:
where s is a M x 1 vector containing M visual features corresponding to the current state, while s * denotes the visual features values in the desired state. L s represents the interaction matrix which relates the variations in the image with the variation in the velocity of the camera:
where r & indicates the velocity of the camera.
By imposing an exponential decrease of e t ( t
, it is possible to obtain the following control action for a classical image-based visual servoing:
( )
where + Ŝ L is the pseudoinverse of an estimation of the interaction matrix [10] and λ>0 is a proportional control gain.
Image-based visual servoing uses only the visual data obtained from an image to control the robot movement. This system is adequate to position a robot from an initial point to a desired location, but it cannot control intermediate 3D positions of the end-effector. The behaviour of these systems has been proved to be robust in local conditions (i.e., in conditions in which the initial position of the robot is very near to its final location) [11] . However, in large displacements, the errors in the computation of the intrinsic parameters of the camera [12] , or in the estimation of the distance to the object [13] , can lead the system to a local minimum. A solution to this problem is to reach the correct location by following a desired path. 
Time-independent method for tracking image paths using visual servoing
The method proposed to track trajectories in the image must present a time-independent behaviour. In a time-dependent tracking system, the references depend on the time [14] . Thereby, if the robot interacts with an object placed in its workspace, the system continues sending visual references to it even though the robot cannot move. Once the obstruction ends, the references that have been sent up to the moment are lost and the path is not tracked correctly. On the contrary, time-independent tracking systems do not lose any reference and thus, they permit to follow the complete path.
Only two techniques have been found in the literature with this time-independent behaviour when tracking an image path using visual servoing [15, 16] . In [16] , the visual servoing system proposed to track the trajectory in the image moves the robot to a position in the path by using a classical image-based visual servoing control law. Once the error is cancelled (the robot velocity is 0), the system guides the robot to the next position in the path. This process is repeated until the robot has visited all the references in the path. Thus, this system is not able to maintain a constant velocity during the tracking. In [15] a visual servoing approach based on movement flow is presented. The movement flow is a vector field that indicates the direction in which the desired features to be used by an image-based visual servoing system must be located. Thus, the tracking of the trajectory is performed. This approach has several problems which must be solved in order to be applied in a real workspace. The movement flow-based visual servoing system has a correct behaviour in the 3D space. However, when the velocity is increased, this behaviour is not guaranteed. Moreover, it is not possible to specify the desired velocity to do the tracking. Another problem is that the system has an oscillatory behaviour when difficult trajectories are being tracked.
The method described here must be able to control the desired tracking velocity in order to solve the problems detected in these previous time-independent methods. To do so, the desired path ( )
This process continues until | k v| is greater than the desired velocity, |v d |. At this moment, the set of features k s will be the desired features to be used by an image-based visual servoing system (see Equation (3)). However, the visual features, j s, which provide the desired velocity are between k s and k-1 s. To obtain the correct image features the method described in [17] is employed.
Therefore, once the control law represented in Equation (4) is executed, the system searches again for a new image configuration which provides the desired velocity. This process continues until the complete trajectory is tracked.
Visual-force control
Now, we consider the task of tracking a path using visual and force information. The visual loop carries out the tracking of the desired trajectory in the image space. To do this, as it has been described in Section 3.2, the method to track trajectories in the image is employed:
where j s is the set of features in the path obtained by the system to maintain the desired velocity.
Prior to define the visual-force controller employed, the meaning of the force-image interaction matrix, L FI , is described. To that end, considering F as the interaction forces obtained with respect to the robot end-effector and r as the end-effector location, the interaction matrix for the interaction forces, L F , is defined in the following way:
From this last relationship and by applying (2) is obtained:
is the force-image interaction matrix. This matrix is estimated using exponentially weighted least-squares [18] .
As it has been described in previous works [15] , in order to guarantee the coherence between visual and force information, it is necessary to modify the image trajectory through the interaction forces. Therefore, in an application in which it is necessary to maintain a constant force with a given object, the image trajectory must be modified depending on the interaction forces. To do so, using the matrix L FI , the new desired features used by the controller during the contact will be:
Applying (8) in (3), the system is able to track a previously defined path in the image being compliant with the surface of the interaction object:
Heterogeneous cooperation
A heterogeneous cooperative architecture allows a team of robots and humans improve the efficiency of their performance when they are working together with a same aim in the same workspace. The cooperative architecture chooses the team member which will perform better each task than any other team member.
For the assembly process, a hierarchical model of the product is generated using the relations among components, assemblies and sub-assemblies as it is explained in [1] . Based on this model, the Task Planner generates a group of rules that guarantees that the task can be carried out successfully. A tree of actions, which shows the order and parallelism of the actions, is created from these rules. Afterwards, a generic decision-tree, which includes the different decision-trees for each action [9] , is used by the task planner to compute the best robot to perform each action. In addition, the computation of the grasping considers the quantity of robots required to execute the task and the possibility of human collaboration based on weight distribution [19] .
The Task Planner computes a free-collision path among robots and thus obtains the trajectory for each robot. The Task Planner considers the following aspects: the location of each robot in order to reduce the tool changes and the time for completing each action in order to minimize the global time required to perform the target task. But the task planner does not contemplate the capabilities and location of humans that could interact in the same industrial workspace. Consequently, the human-robot interaction may be dangerous for humans due to the possibility of collisions with robots or with heavy objects.
In this section, it is presented an approach based on different sensors to determine the global position of the human skeleton and location of all its limbs to avoid collisions between human and robots in the assembly process.
Sensors for Human Tracking
Motion capture systems [20] are able to track precisely the movements of the main limbs of a human being. Users of these systems usually wear markers (or sensors) near each joint of their body. The motion capture system calculates their movements by comparing positions and angles between markers. Therefore, motion capture systems guarantee the safety of human operators in industrial environments.
An inertial motion capture system has been used in the work described in this paper. This system is composed of 18 small inertial sensors attached to a lycra suit which is worn by the human operator. Each inertial sensor integrates miniaturized accelerometers and gyroscopes whose measurements are combined [21] However, this algorithm accumulates some error through time because foot-strikes are not always correctly detected [22] .
Due to this global translational error accumulated by the inertial motion capture system, an additional localization system is needed. In particular, an Ultra-Wideband (UWB) localization system is used to correct this error. It is composed by two hardware elements: four sensors which are installed at fixed positions in the industrial workspace (Figure 3 .b) and a small tag (of similar size to a credit card) which is carried by the human operator. This tag sends UWB pulses to the sensors which estimate the global position of the operator by TDOA (Time-Difference of Arrival)
and AOA (Angle of Arrival) techniques [23] .
Although the position measurements obtained from this UWB system are quite accurate (with mean errors smaller than 0.15m), the sampling rate of the system is not high enough (only 5-9Hz)
to track quick human movements. Therefore, it is not possible to use only the measurements obtained from the UWB system as global position of the skeleton because there will appear jumps in the human trajectory when the operator is walking quickly. The combination of the UWB measurements with the translational measurements from the inertial motion capture system solves this problem (Figure 4 ). On one hand, the UWB measurements are used to correct the error accumulated by the inertial measurements. On the other hand, between each pair of UWB measurements, the inertial measurements are used in order to maintain a high sampling rate (30 Hz) which can capture quick human movements. The fusion algorithm used to combine the translational measurements of both tracking systems was detailed in a previous work [22] .
Finally, the rotational measurements registered by the motion capture system, the global position 
Robot Behaviour for Safe Human-Robot Interaction
The global position of the human operator in the industrial workspace is obtained from the fusion algorithm described in [22] . The rest of the rotational measurements from the inertial sensors of the motion capture system are applied on the skeleton structure (Figure 3 .a) in order to represent the movements of the main limbs of the operator. Thereby, the absolute position of all the nodes of the skeleton can be determined and thus the full body of the human operator is completely located on real-time.
This full-body tracking makes possible the close interaction between human operators and robots.
A safety behaviour has been implemented in the robot controller in order to guarantee the safety of the human operator. The visual-force controller not only registers the movements of the robot but also the measurements from the human tracking systems (inertial motion capture system and UWB system). Every time the human tracking measurements are received, the controller calculates the Euclidean distance from every node of the skeleton of the human operator to the end-effector of the robot. The controller stores the smallest distance and compares it to a safety threshold (1m) which represents the maximum distance between the hands of the operator and her/his body. While this distance is greater than the safety threshold, the robot will continue tracking the planned path by visual-servoing using the method described in Section 3.2. When the distance between one node and the robot is smaller than the safety threshold, the robot will stop tracking the initial path and will move away from the human operator in a linear path. The robot will try to maintain the distance between the end-effector and the closest node of the operator's skeleton. When the human operator goes away and the human-robot distance returns to be greater than the threshold, the visual servoing tracking is re-actived to follow the original path. Here, a time-independent behaviour is indispensable to complete satisfactorily the tracking task as it was described in Section 3.
Description of the manufacturing process
In Figure 5 .a the metallic structure which will be assembled using the manufacturing system is shown. The task involves the assembly of the metallic structure composed by tubes and Tconnectors ( Figure 5 .b). The insertion of the tubes will be performed automatically by the robotic manipulators. However, the addition of the T-connectors at the end of the tubes is a complex operation which cannot be performed by only two robots. In this case, the collaboration of a human operator is required. 
Tube holes to insert the screw

Structure hole
The assembly sequence produced by the task planner is shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, the real execution of the different tasks to carry out the assembly sequence are illustrated in Figure 7 .
These tasks are the following ones: Task 1. The visual-force control system is employed to insert an aluminium tube in its holder. Firstly, the robot grasps a tube and subsequently the visual servoing system is employed to guide the robot until the insertion begins (Figure 7 .a). At this moment a visual-force control strategy is employed to assure that the insertion is performed correctly (Figure 7 .b). The image trajectory is generated using four laser points projected on the table. These points will be the extracted features for the visual servoing system (See Figure 7 .a).
Task 2. In this task, the cooperation between both robots is required. The tube has a hole which must coincide with the hole in the structure (see the structure hole in Figure 5 .b).
To do so, the robot R 1 , rotates the tube while the robot R 2 supports a range camera. The range camera determines the moment in which both holes coincide (Figure 7 .c) and finally, once the tube has been correctly orientated by using the Task 2, a screw is inserted in order to fix the tube in the structure (Figure 7 .d).
Task 3. Robot-robot cooperation. In this task a robot gives a tube to the other robot (Figure 7 .e). The robot R 1 has grasped the tube from the store (Figure 1 ) to give it to robot R 2 . And robot R 2 transports it to the suitable position.
Task 4. As it has been previously indicated, the insertion of T-connectors at the end of the tubes requires the collaboration of a human operator. This task is performed by the human simultaneously to another insertion task developed by the robot as in Task 1 (Figure 7 .f). Figure 6 . CAD of the assembly sequence to construct the metallic structure from task planner. 
Results
Task 1. Tube insertion using visual-force controller.
In this phase, the task involves the insertion of an aluminium tube in its holder. This is a basic task in the construction of the structure. To do this, the approaches described in Section 2 and Section 3 are employed. The visual servoing system is used to guide the robot towards the point in which the tube insertion is done. When the insertion begins, the visual-force control approach is employed in order to guarantee the correct insertion. This visual-force control system not only makes the robot track a given desired trajectory but it also compensates the interaction forces obtained during the insertion. In this section, in order to illustrate the correct behaviour of the system, an example of insertion is described. Figure 8 shows the 3D path required to perform one of the assemblies to construct the structure previously described. The desired path has been modified by considering the forces measured at the end-effector of the robot (see Figure 9 ). In this way, the robot is able to introduce the tube into the aluminium holder correctly. Figure 10 shows the desired image path and the path modified by the visual-force controller described in Section 3. The task can be accomplished thanks to the force-image interaction matrix [18] which permits to modify the desired image trajectory. The trajectory in the image space is recomputed on-line based on this matrix. The forces in Z axis are regulated to 10 N during the insertion. This value has been empirically determined to assure the correct insertion. Once the force sensor has no measures different from the tool and the tube weights, the insertion is completed when the forces in Z axis are lower than -10 N. Once the tube has been inserted, a screw must be inserted to join the new tube with the structure.
Before the insertion of the screw, it is necessary to make coincident the hole in the structure and the hole in the tube. As previously described in Section 5, the robot R 1 rotates the tube until its hole coincides with the structure's hole.
In order to distribute tasks between the robots, the global planner is employed (see Section 4). To perform these tasks, the global planner generates two tasks: "Detecting the hole" (T 1 ) and "Inserting the screw" (T 2 ). The task T 1 is divided into two actions: "Location of the holder's hole" (A 11 ) and "Rotating the tube to find the hole" (A 12 ). The task T 2 has only one action: "Inserting the screw" (A 2 ). Once the actions to be performed have been generated, the task planner has to distribute them among the robots. Considering the tools available, the action A 11 must be performed by the robot R 2 . To perform the action A 12 both robots are required, the robot R 1 to rotate the tube using the gripper and the robot R 2 to locate the hole with the range camera. The action A 2 must be performed by the robot R 1 because is the one that has the screwdriver.
The action A 11 has to be performed previously to the tube insertion, because in other case the hole will not be visible to be locate it. The position of the hole of the tube holder is approximately known, using a CAD model of the workspace. With that information, the robot has to position the range camera in front of the hole. According to the geometric restrictions, the trajectory planner determines the movements of the robot to maximize the visibility of the hole [24] . Figure 11 shows the sequence of images captured by the range camera along the movement of the robot. In that sequence the hole in the structure is located, maximizing its visibility. Initially, the tube is not visible at all in the image. With the movement of the camera the visibility of the structure is increased, improving the visibility of the hole that is the target of that action. Once this action is done, the robot R 1 has to insert the tube in the structure. After this, the tube must be orientated to achieve the correct visibility of the hole. While robot R 2 holds the camera, the robot R 1 must rotate the tube. These are the actions assigned by the task planner to each robot.
If the hole is not visible, the tube must be orientated looking for the correct orientation to have accessibility of the hole for inserting the screw. This last action is performed in a cooperative way, one robot is required to rotate the tube and the other one is used to control the range camera. Figure 12 shows the sequence of range images during the performance of that action. Initially, with the tube inserted in the structure, the hole previously located is not visible. Due to this, the tube has to be rotated until the hole is perfectly visible by the range camera. The sequence shows the images during the rotation of the tube until the hole is visible. Once the tube is properly oriented, the robot R 1 changes the gripper for a screwdriver to insert the screw in the hole. To carry out the insertion, the algorithms described in previous research are applied [25] . Screwing has been performed using the force sensor of the robot R 1 to detect the moment when the screw is inserted in the structure to hold both parts of the structure. A control loop is used to control the speed of the robot end-effector according to the force measurement from the force sensor. Figure 13 shows the force applied when the screwing is performed. Initially there is no force because the screw is not inserted in the hole. When the screw is inserted, the force increases, and that means that it has arrived to the end of the hole. The screwdriver is turned on and produces a wave form force while the screw is being screwed. When the force reaches, a greater absolute value, the screw is fixed at the end of the hole, and the screwdriver must be removed. Once this task is performed, the robot R 2 has to change the range camera for a robotic hand to perform the next task, and the other robot changes the screwdriver for a parallel gripper.
Task 3. Robot-robot cooperation.
With the new tools, the next task to complete the structure requires that one robot holds a tube on the structure. To perform this task, first of all the robot has to take the tube. Due to the fact that the tube is out of the robot's work-area, the other robot has to take the tube and give it to the robot. To perform this, the grasping point has to be computed. To compute the grasping point, a 3D model of the object is used. With that model, a hyper-plane is selected to compute the skeleton of that plane.
The grasping point will be in that skeleton, and it is selected considering the restrictions due to non-accessible parts of the object as well as the restrictions of the tasks and the tool used [26] . The grasping point for a group of robots is computed taking into consideration the load balance of forces among them. Grasping points are selected as far as possible among the robot that holds the object and the nearest point to the geometric centre of the object. Due to this, the grasping point of an object can be recomputed if its restrictions change.
According to the grasping point algorithm, the robot R 1 holds the tube as it is shown in Figure   14 .a. In this figure, it can be seen that one part of the tube is not accessible because it is inside a storage box of tubes. In Figure 14 .b, the new grasping point for the robot R 2 is computed, when the tube is completely free outside of the storage box and thus there are no accessibility restrictions. Once the specified robot has the tube, it is situated in its location in the structure and the human can perform his/her part of the task consisting in attaching the tube to the structure. At the same time, the other robot has to insert another tube in the structure. During the execution of these tasks, the system has a feedback to control that both tasks are performed while avoiding collisions and guaranteeing the safety of the human.
Task 4. Human-robot cooperation.
The whole sequence of this interaction task is depicted in Figure 15 . Some frames of the sequence not only include a photograph of the task but also the 3D CAD representation of motion data captured by the robot controller (the human skeleton obtained from the tracking systems and the joint angles of the robots). The interaction task can be summarized in the following steps:
1. Frame 1: One of the robots, R 2 , is holding the tube in the place where the human operator is going to add the T-connectors while the other robot, R 1 , carries a tube in order to insert it in the structure.
2. Frames 2 and 3: When the distance between the human operator and the end-effector of the robot is smaller than the safety threshold, the robot controller stops the task of the robot R 1 (which is inserting a new tube) and executes the safety behaviour described in Section 4.2. This safety behaviour makes the robot move away from the human operator in a linear path in order to maintain the safety distance ( Figure 16 ). While the robot R 1 is performing the safety behaviour, the human operator puts the two parts of the Tconnector at the end of the tube and screws them. This safety behaviour is not executed in the robot R 2 because it does not move while holding the tube and there is not risk of collision.
3. Frame 4: When the human operator finishes assembling the first T-connector and goes away from the metallic structure, the robot R 1 abandons the safety behaviour and continues with the stopped task for inserting the tube in the structure. In order to show the time-independent behaviour of the approach described in Section 3.2, a new experiment is described next. In this experiment, if there is no human detection and the timeindependent system to track trajectories in the image acts normally, the tracking is 12 seconds long. However, in order to expose the difference between the system behaviour and a timedependent system, Figure 17 shows an example of a tracking in which the trajectory of the robot is near to the human and the tracking is stopped for approximately 3 seconds. During the presence of the human, the robot goes off the 3D desired path to maintain the safety distance (1m). Figure 17 shows that, once the human detection ends, the system continues with the path tracking from the next reference point in the desired path. Time-independent method point in the trajectory in which the obstruction began. This is due to the loss of the temporal references. Therefore, the time-independent method described in Section 3.2 is adequate for the tracking of image paths in tasks in which the robot interacts with a human or with any object of its workspace. Figure 18 . Evolution of one of the features in the image space using the time-independent tracking (top) and using a time-dependent method (bottom).
Conclusions
The proposed system has the novelty of a high degree of flexibility with an intelligent multisensorial system. This sensorial system is composed of a visual-force control subsystem, a time of flight 3D-camera, an inertial motion capture subsystem and an indoor localization subsystem. These sensorial systems are working in this application cooperatively in order to provide a high degree of flexibility.
In this paper, a robotic system to assembly a metallic structure has been presented. An important aspect of the proposed application is the flexibility provided by the multisensorial system employed. To perform the construction of the metallic structure, two robots are necessary to work cooperatively. Furthermore, the human operator must collaborate with the robots during the task.
In order to avoid possible collisions between the human operator and the robots a new human Different improvements have been developed in the proposed sensor control systems with respect the previous ones. A new time-independent visual-force control system has been proposed in order to guarantee the correct robot guidance in situations in which the robot interacts with the workspace. Our time-independent visual-force control is robust against interruptions in its trajectory. In addition, another contribution is a visual-force interaction matrix which guarantees the coherence between the two types of information: visual and force data.
In this work, the use of other sensors like flight 3D-camera have allowed to inspect better pieces and parts of them when the light conditions and visibility are difficult for sensorial systems based on CCD or CMOS cameras. In particular, a range camera has been used to detect the holes of small dimensions and to determine the location approached of the pieces in the workspace.
